Sun, Moon, Ascendant Influence on the Venus Signature
Deborah El’elia Tallarico: November 30th, 1957, 8:41am, Detroit, Michigan
Ancient Goddess: Moon 21’58 Pisces (3rd/4th house) Sextile Venus
New Emerging Goddess: Venus 24’40 Capricorn (2nd House)
Fuel: Sun 8’06 Sagittarius (12th/1st house) Conjunct Antares
Mystery School: 19’30 Sagittarius
Meta-Goddess: Rainbow Gemini Goddess, Evening Star/ Crown Chakra
Gateway

Who is my Ancient Goddess Self? How have you experienced her and how does she influence you now??
My Ancient Pisces Goddess Self is such an integral part of Who I am and is with me so deeply. She is highly sensitive,
intuitive, empathic and feels the suffering of the world. She is compassionate and is a gentle, loving and healing
presence for others. She intuitively understands the unconscious realms of the soul, feelings and emotions which has
served her in her spiritual psychotherapy, counseling and healing work. My Ancient Pisces Goddess is mystical and

attuned to the ‘unseen realms’, loves to merge with Source and connect to the Oneness and interconnectedness of
ALL Life. She is a ‘deep-sea diver’ and loves to dive deep into the Soul and the Divine Feminine Mysteries.
She has been a priestess and healer for many, many life-times.
She is attuned to the imaginal, symbolic and mythical realms of the Soul. She is a dreamer, has vivid dreams on a
regular basis and assists others with their dreams. She loves to write, is very poetic and has loved mystical poetry
since she was young. She is a bit of a romantic and loves music, sound healing, spiritual and sacred art which she
surrounds herself with.
She is a Lemurian water priestess and resonates deeply with ancient Lemuria, the Pleiades, and Mermaids. She needs
to live near water where she can go to reflect, journal, meditate and connect with nature, where she gets her
deepest nurturing. She loves Oracles & divination and consults her own inner oracle on a regular basis. She loves to
journey to temples on the inner planes and guide others there as well, and loves to create flowing and beautiful
sacred spaces, prayers, art, blessings, ceremonies and guided meditations. She is deeply attuned with the
Bodhisattvas, Quan Yin, White Tara, Mother Mary, Christ, Magdalene, Lady Nada, Holy Mother, Pleiadian and
Celestial Mothers.
I love my Moon in Pisces and she is one of the favorite parts of me and my chart, but I have also experienced her
shadow-side which can be self-sacrificing, overly apologetic and selfless. At times, she can get hurt easily, experience
victim consciousness and give her power away to others. She has memories of many past lives of persecution and has
been on a journey to heal this for herself and our planet. She serves others as a past-life regression therapist helping
them heal past lives and deep soul wounds and retrieve ancient soul gifts.
She feels deeply what others and the Earth are feeling, and at times she doesn’t have very strong or healthy
boundaries, she can over give, and become too sensitive to everyone else’s feelings that she loses her own center.
With Saturn and Mercury in Sagittarius squaring her, she can at times not trust her intuition, can let her fears and
insecurities take over, and can become torn between her mind, feelings and soul.
My ancient Pisces Goddess is going through a transmutation and metamorphosis right now as Neptune conjuncts her
for the next two years. It is interesting to note that my mother also had Moon in Pisces at almost the exact degree as
me with Saturn squaring it in Sagittarius too. I was born at my mothers, fathers and maternal grandmothers Saturn
returns. With this transit to my Ancient Goddess, I am beginning to more deeply explore and heal my mother lineage.
Are you addicted to or operating more from your Old Goddess - or is she supporting you in learning more about
your emerging Feminine Identity or New Goddess Self? In what ways is your Old Goddess supporting or blocking
your connection to your emerging Goddess Self?
I am sure she is my go-to and familiar place but with my Venus – Moon/Ancient and Emerging Goddesses being
sextile to each other I feel they flow really well together. My Ancient Pisces Goddess really assists my New Emerging
Capricorn Goddess self in the 2nd house when I do ceremonial or priestess work and create elixirs and flower/gem
essences. I feel Earth and Water compliment and support each other. When I teach and write about the seasons and
cycles of the Earth and Celestial realms, do crystal and sound healing, or do ceremonies they work very harmonious
together.
The poetic, watery, intuitive, mystical ancient Goddess feeds and compliments the earthy ceremonial side that is very
concerned about Mother Earth, the larger human family, global community, and the birthing of the New Earth. My
new emerging Capricorn Goddess is very grounding and containing, practical and organizing for my ancient Moon
Goddess. She asks her how can we ground the mystical, symbolic, magical side of life to serve Gaia and the larger
community, human family and the next 7 generations and beyond.
She seeks to deeply honor the Ancestral lineages and wisdom of the Grandmothers and Indigenous elders. My new
emerging Goddess carries ancient wisdom of the Earth Mysteries that weaves beautifully with the Water Mysteries
of my ancient lunar Goddess. I am growing to love their collaboration and synergy together!

Is my Ancient Lunar Goddess similar or drastically different from my New Emerging Goddess?
They flow and harmonize really well together even though they are very different. My Ancient Pisces Goddess can
assist my New Capricorn Goddess to surrender and trust the unknown, the natural unfolding of life when she gets
too controlling or wants everything to be perfect and in a certain kind of order or structure. My Ancient Goddess also
helps her to just ‘be’ when she overworks or feels overly responsible, teaching her to go with the flow of life.
My New Venusian Capricorn Goddess can assist my Ancient Piscean Goddess to feel grounded, secure, self-contained
and focused not only on the romantic and mystical side of life but also on practical, community & global concerns for
the highest good of Gaia & ALL beings!
What is my experience of my New Emerging Capricorn Goddess in the 2 nd house?
I am slowly learning to appreciate this part of me that is very much focused on the global human family, the
restoration of Mother Earth, and bringing soul tribe together in sacred community and ceremony to assist in the
great shift and in the birthing of the New Earth.
She has a lot of integrity, is responsible, carries ancient wisdom and a higher vision for a New Earth community and
soul tribe where beings learn to live in sacred relationship with each other, Mother Gaia, the seasons and cycles, and
all of life. This part of me is a natural leader, ceremonialist and loves bringing souls together for a greater purpose to
serve the greater plan unfolding on Earth.
She is deeply connected to nature and the elements, is a natural counselor and wise guide for others on their sacred
path to help beings heal and come home to themselves and their sacred gifts.
Sitting in the second house she is very much learning to celebrate the beauty and abundance of Gaia, to enjoy life
and the pleasures of being in a body, learning to play in the garden of Life and to not always feel so responsible,
driven and serious, but to truly ENJOY life!
Her Gemini Rainbow Meta-Goddess is helping her with this as well and brings an added magic to her life. My Venus is
guided by the Grandmothers, many wise women, ancestors, Ancient Ones and Elders of the Sacred Hoop. She is
going through a huge transformation, underworld journey and rebirth right now with Pluto conjunct her for the past
year and all this year.
What is the Fuel, energy or Style of your New Goddess Self? How does this energy modify your expression of your
New Goddess Self? How you can add additional insights to your Venus Signature based on your Sun Sign?
The Fuel for my New Goddess Self is the DIVINE INSPIRATION of Sagittarius! Sun in fiery Sagittarius adds a very
expansive, positive, uplifting, adventurous, enthusiastic and visionary Spirit to my Capricorn Venusian Goddess. It
fuels and INSPIRES her to explore other dimensions and horizons spiritually, inspires her to learn as much as she can
of the higher universal realms, connect with enlightened masters, celestial beings and guides, as well as the ancient
wise woman healing traditions and to bring it down to Earth to help others and our planet, to assist others in their
spiritual growth, healing, evolution and path of enlightenment.
It inspires her greatly in all her creations and gives her a burning passion to connect with the Divine in All life, to
experience Universal consciousness, to search for greater meaning and higher truth in everything in life, to see the
synchronicities all around her, to travel the world and experience other cultures, to visit sacred sites and do
ceremonies for the Planet, to receive spiritual training, activations and initiations to expand her Divine consciousness
and uplift the consciousness on our Planet.
My new Capricorn Goddess helps to ground the fiery Sagittarian energies to be of service to the greater human
family and Gaia, to enjoy the beauty and abundance of nature, and to explore the ancient indigenous wisdom and
healing traditions.

My Sun conjunct Antares, Gemini Meta-Goddess, along with being born in the Evening Star phase and crown chakra
gateway seems to add to the theme of my passion to be one with the Divine, to explore higher realms of
consciousness, be connected to the magical, mystical and spiritual side of life, and to assist in the birthing of the New
Earth and Golden Age of Gaia. I have a deep resonance with the Whirling Rainbow prophecies, the Rainbow Goddess
and feel a deep devotion to be of service in every way I can in this great transition on our Planet.
How is your Venus expression or Venus Signature showing up to attend your New Mystery
School of current life intent? What are the challenges and what are the gifts?
Attending the Sagittarius Mystery School in this life makes so much sense for all the reasons I have expressed
already. It points to my desire to bring all that I do to a higher spiritual plane and to see the ‘bigger picture’ always, to
see the greater reality playing out, the deeper reason behind everything in life. When I tune deeply into my Venus
attending the Sagittarius Mystery School it all comes together around DIVINE INSPIRATION which for me is central to
Sagittarius energy and also so much a part of my Celtic/Druid ancestral roots.
Brighid, ‘fiery arrow’, is one of the Goddesses I have been connected to for a long time. She really carries the energy
of the Sagittarius Mystery School for me more than any other Goddess, she is so fiery and the embodiment of Divine
Inspiration and yet she is also so connected to the Earth, healing, creating and manifesting on the Earth with the
creative fires of Spirit… which my Venus also appreciates. It’s all really about the sacred marriage of Spirit and
Matter, bringing the creative fires of Spirit into manifestation and form, the spiritualization of matter and oneness
with the Divine… and to me that is what ascension truly is.
Challenges & Gifts: Her greatest challenges are to ground the strong spiritual and fiery energies she receives from
the Universe through her body, down into her feet and into Mother Earth to be of service. Her other challenges are
to stay focused and not get too scattered or distracted, or too expansive or ‘out there’ in the cosmos. She often
doesn’t have an easy time with the mundane side of life as she would rather live in the spiritual, magical and mystical
realms. She is challenged at times in calming her strong spiritual fires and can feel burned out from this at times.
The gifts of attending this Mystery School for my Venus are: to always be growing and expanding spiritually, to feel
the excitement of a new spiritual adventure, to always be learning new things to expand my consciousness, receiving
Divine Inspiration for my projects, ceremonies and work, receiving messages, intuitive knowing and wisdom from
Divine Source and spiritual guides that can help others and our planet.
Through this process and synthesis, it has brought so much together for me and affirmed so many things about my
life, and helps explain my strong devotion to my spiritual path and divine mission since I was a young child. It sheds
so much light and I am so grateful for this opportunity to dive deep into it. It has been so healing and integrating for
me. Thank you so much Cayelin and Tami!!

